
Adapt, Don’t Cancel:  
How to Go Virtual When Attendees Can’t Travel

Medical education sponsors, meeting planners and 
pharma sales directors are scrambling to find 
substitutes for live events in the wake of travel bans 
and resulting travel uncertainties. The good news is 
that many effective virtual meeting options now exist, 
some of which you can implement within short 
timelines. As you consider these alternatives, 
however, it’s useful to keep in mind that you can’t just 
port over everything you’ve already prepared and 
expect to meet success. Compared with live events, 
virtual meetings call for different approaches to 
engagement, content and experience.

Today’s virtual engagements can replace almost any 
in-person meeting, whether they’re advisory boards, 
speaker training, investigator groups, peer-to-peer 
engagements, sales training, National Sales Meetings/
POA meetings, launch events or even some 
congresses. At Syneos Health Learning Solutions and 
sister company Cadent Medical Communications, we 
routinely support planning, programming and 
execution of virtual programs engaging anywhere 
from a dozen to thousands of participants. We use a 
variety of platforms, some of which can be 
implemented at short notice. 

Virtual delivery requires  
you to rethink your content  
and approaches. Through the  
many successful online  
meetings we’ve run, we’ve  
learned how to help make your  
virtual meeting a success.



It’s reassuring to realize that important meetings do not have to be delayed or 
cancelled even as quarantines and travel restrictions take hold. That doesn’t 
mean, however, that you can use the same content and presentation intended 
for live, in-person display without significant adaptation. An audience you reach 
at their desks behaves very differently than one gathered under a single roof. 
Virtual delivery requires you to rethink your content and approaches. Through 
the many successful online meetings we’ve run, we’ve learned how to help make 
your virtual meeting a success.

UX matters
• Designing the user experience (UX) is the most critical consideration when 

approaching virtual content delivery. What mix of devices will participants use—
desktop, tablet, phone? Each has visual density limitations on content delivery.  
Each handles audio differently, with implications for microphones and sound  
mixing. Are PowerPoint slides the optimal delivery modality? Where does video fit? 
What considerations are needed for delivery to a mobile device?

Dealing with distracted viewers
• Virtual audiences can’t wall off the outside world as those at off-site venues can. 

Environmental distractions often require that you fundamentally shift how you 
deliver your content. Can you, for example, redesign large-scale training into  
micro-sized learning “chunks” that may be more easily absorbed? Are your data  
and information arranged to tell a compelling story, rather than dryly recite facts,  
to an audience who may be fighting interruptions or experiencing visual fatigue  
at their desks? 

Two-way communication
• How can you, as presenter, tell how your audience is reacting? How will you know 

how they feel? How can they be made to sense that they are participating in the 
solution? Put in place, where possible, channels through which you capture/share 
impromptu ideas, questions and audience reactions. Use video cameras on laptops, 
tablets, and phones to relay both words and images. You’ll build buy-in by applying 
active learning principles of involvement and feedback. The more traditional  
ADDIE model of instructional design can be augmented with case-based,  
storytelling, collaborative and learning-styles design approaches to sustain  
audience attention in virtual environments.
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Thinking about virtual meetings this audience-centric 
way has shown its value. In a recent example, 
coronavirus concerns interrupted plans for a mid-sized 
global pharmaceutical company’s upcoming global 
sales meeting. To minimize risk, the company explored 
delivering it completely using virtual technology. A 
Syneos Health virtual learning strategist worked with 
meeting managers to understand their goals and 
intended outcomes. The solution consisted of a green 
screen virtual set where the presenter could be seen 
side-by-side with the presentation content. 

Multiple input channels allowed for breakout groups  
to participate in the virtual dialogue at the same time. 
Whiteboard technology shared key principles and 
subgroup ideas. Solution designers crafted podcasts, 
learning journals, and other support resources, sent out 
episodically after the event, to ensure key principles 
remained front-of-mind for the field. By replacing the live 
meeting with a virtual equivalent, they saved money, 
avoided potential disease exposure, and achieved 
three-month post-meeting engagement scores just as 
high as or higher than previous (live) meetings.

The Key Takeaway:
Convert live meetings to virtual ones instead of cancelling them outright, but keep in mind the unique 
requirements that online delivery of content imposes. Your audiences can stay safe at home while your vital 
work is sustained for as long as it’s wise to do so.
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Presenting to a blank wall is challenging
• If presenters cannot see the audience, they may have to rely on other cues to help 

determine audience engagement. Can you ensure that they can see other faculty or 
panelists, for example, and watch them for visual cues to time responses and 
interruptions? Can they hear the moderator easily? Not all presenters who present 
effectively in person do so online, so you may need to select and train them 
specifically for these media.

Breakout groups
• One powerful way to maximize online meeting participation is to interweave small 

group breakouts with plenary sessions. Adding electronic whiteboard functionality 
helps easily share small-group output with all attendees when wanted. Consider 
what technology, planning, and real-time management tools will be required when 
you can’t physically round up participants. Consider, too, creating a “Virtual 
Watercooler” atmosphere for teams to engage with, and become more familiar with, 
each other during breaks in longer sessions.

Manage time
• Keep it focused and relevant to participant interests and concerns. While typical 

virtual meetings last a few hours, we’ve successfully executed virtual meetings that 
lasted as long as two days by engaging participants only when they’re specifically 
needed.



Virtual Platforms Stand In for In-Person Meeting Venues

Desired 
Collaboration 
& Engagement

Light Touch, 
Continuous 

Collaboration:
Convenient online chat groups 

capturing data in real time

Medium Touch, 
Traditional Web 

Conferencing with 
Computer Camera: 
Easy-to-use, well-known 

platforms such as  
Cisco and Zoom

Greater Engagement, 
with VIP Logistics 

Support:
Extra support allowing you  
to focus on the audience

The Ultimate 
Experience:

Superior face-to-face 
collaboration and 

engagement that the 
audience will remember

Activity Advisory Board, Steering 
Committee, Training

Sales Training, POA 
Meetings, Advisory 
Board, Speaker Bureau 
Training, Investigator 
Meetings, Product 
Theaters

Launch Meetings,  
NSM/POA Meetings, 
Sales Training, Speaker 
Bureau Training, 
Investigator Meetings, 
Product Theaters

Launch Meetings,  
POA Meetings, Sales 
Training, Speaker  
Bureau Training, 
Investigator Meetings, 
Product Theaters

Platform 
Description 

Online technology 
hosting two-way  
chat forums allow 
companies to gain 
real-time insights from  
a variety of customers 
and stakeholders. Ideal 
for gaining insight on 
content and market 
events.

Participants join the  
Web-conference  
platform using an 
easy-to-access program 
link. Attendees can 
interact with each other 
through the computer-
enabled camera.

Participants join a 
video-enabled Web 
conference with the 
added guidance and 
convenience of a 
dedicated operator for 
technology support and 
troubleshooting.

Host benefits production 
support, Q&A/audience 
response system 
functionality, pre-
marketing/registration, 
and post-event reporting.

Combining a studio 
crew, 40-foot video  
wall, in-person 
moderators, and 
seamless onboarding 
support by live 
helpdesk staff, this fully 
produced event delivers 
the experience and 
impact of an in-person 
face-to-face meeting. 
Post-event video meets 
broadcast and cable  
TV standards and can 
be used for future 
on-demand needs.  
Can also monitor level  
of participant 
engagement. 

Program 
Opportunities

•  Monitoring for 
compliance reporting

•  Automatic email and 
text alerts when new 
content is available

•  Real-time  
data collection

•  Versatile for any  
size audience

• Widely used
• Easy to set up
• Minimal costs
• Minimal lead time
•  Option to  

provide required 
equipment as needed 

•  Platform branding  
and layout options

•  Facilitated  
breakout groups

•  Dedicated  
technical support

•  Option to provide 
required equipment

•  Invitation development 
support

•  Automated registration 
tracking and 
communication  
to attendees

•  Platform branding  
and layout options

•  Advanced reporting  
of participant 
engagement

•  Facilitated  
breakout groups

•  In-studio crew and 
technical support

• Training, rehearsals 
•  Experienced 

producers and  
trained facilitators

•  Post-event  
enduring material

Program 
Considerations

•  Annual subscription 
may apply

•  Feedback provided in 
transcript format 

•  No platform branding 
or customization

• Limited IT support
•  Manual registration 

tracking and 
communication

• Lower-res video

•  Lead times/date 
selection 2+ weeks out

• Lower-res

•  Lead times/date 
selection 4+ weeks 
out

• Cost
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